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Smart Data began a
business relationship with
this customer in 2014.
Since that time we have
delivered high-quality
solutions to significant
business challenges
without excuses, delays or
exceptions. Our
partnership with this
customer has matured and
continues to grow in
volume, trust, and value.

44

Project
Engagements

241
Staffing
Resources

PROJECTS

Historic File Process

PROJECTS

How We Helped
Initially, Smart Data was engaged to update the existing
Historic File Process to support a change by the
retroactive code. While engaged in this process, our team
noticed inconsistencies in the data that we believed the
existing process was not handling correctly and that this
was likely resulting in lost revenue for our Customer.
After further analysis by the customer, adjusting files
were sent to the state resulting in over $16 million in lost
revenue being returned to our customer. Smart Data was
then engaged to do an initial rewrite of the system in
order to reduce the amount of revenue loss that was
occurring within the existing process.

$16 million in lost
revenue being
returned to our
customer

We needed a partner, not a vendor. I wanted to pick up the phone and speak
with someone who understood my business and the technologies I worked with. I
found that with Smart Data. We used Smart Data as an extension of our own
team. They brought their own expertise and experience, but were completely
willing to work within our team’s established process.

- Healthcare Executive

Incident Management
System

PROJECTS

How We Helped
The customer was growing rapidly, but after landing a
major contract, a software issue hampered efforts. Adapting
quickly to the changing health care landscape, our customer
was required to investigate and self-report specific types of
incidences, and this reporting system pulled data from
nearly every internal database.
Smart Data built a fast, reliable product that was able to pull
data from all required sources and deliver important
information to the third-party oversight groups, ensuring
the end-customers, some of whom are society’s most
vulnerable citizens, are protected and can be served with
dignity and respect. Not only did the healthcare company
maintain compliance and meet expansion goals during the
launch of the new product, but it also surpassed its industry
peers in reporting incidents and the quantity and quality of
data provided.

Delivered on
time and under
budget

Systems Integration

PROJECTS

How We Helped
In the pre-project state, the customer employees that
staffed the 24-hour triage line needed to use 3 different
systems. The licenses were costing $300k per year for
those employees and training time was 6 weeks for new
staff into that department.
SmartData created backend processes and
customizations of a third-party system in coordination
with the system vendor and the customer to bring all
relevant data needed by the 24-hour call line into this
system. This removed the need for the licenses, saving
the customer $300k per year. In addition, training time
for new staff was reduced from 6 to 4 weeks due to only
having to be trained on one piece of software instead of
three.

Saving our
customer $300k
per year

STAFFING

Contractors - Contract – Hire

STAFFING

We have our Development Leads conduct the screening interviews with developer candidates, not
just recruiters. This assures that the candidates we endorse have already proven their skills to our
technical experts and SMEs ensuring interviews at the customer are productive for everyone
involved.

Smart Data has successfully sourced
241 staff augmentation resources for
the customer over a five-year period.

Smart Data has an extraordinary staff
augmentation fill ratio of over 90%.
Due do the skill technical competence
of Smart Data, a high percentage of
Smart Data candidates presented as
Staff Augmentation to the customer are
chosen above competing candidates.

Smart Data permits all contract
resources the opportunity to entertain
FTE from the customer without penalty.
To date, ~50% of Smart Data staff
augmentation resources have accepted
full time offers to become the customer
employees.

Smart Data is constantly sourcing
developers, QA testers, Scrum Masters,
BAs along with other roles to build a
pipeline of talent. We use that pipeline
to quickly fill the needs of our
customers. Our time-to-fill average is
ten business days.

Smart Data has provided staff
augmentation resources for:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full-stack Developers
Backend Developers
Architects
Team Leads
Business Analysts
Quality Analysts
Scrum Masters
Configuration Analysts

Hybrid Resource Model

STAFFING

How We Helped
For the customer to optimize their performance on HEDIS
measures, they needed to aggregate data to understand how
healthcare providers impacted those measures for their members.
With business plans in place to incentivize providers for health
outcomes of their covered members, a technology solution was
needed to operationalize the measurement, compilation, and
presentation of data to the healthcare providers who were part of
the customer’s network. There were terabytes of data from
multiple data sources that the business rules depended upon.
Smart Data suggested a strategy to maximize the business
knowledge of the customer’s resources, and the technical depth of
the Smart Data team. We agreed to a shared resource model. Smart
Data identified a dozen skilled people to include software
developers, a scrum master, quality assurance professionals, and
system engineers. Six of the personnel backfilled subject matter
experts (SME) from the customer’s staff at the customer’s office.
Those SME’s joined the other 6 resources from the Smart Data staff
to assemble the development team and the project began at Smart
Data office.

Resource Backfill

Hybrid Team On-site at Smart Data

Smart Data

ABOUT

Smart Data is an organization of talented individuals with diverse
experience across a wide range of technologies and industries. We
leverage that exceptional expertise to identify opportunities so we can
help solve the complex business problems of our customers.

Expertise

Industries

Digital Transformation
Modernizing
Integration
Agile/DevOps
Salesforce
SAP Solutions

HealthCare
Manufacturing
Retail
Distribution
Insurance
Transportation
Government

125+
EMPLOYEES

INDIA

40+
EMPLOYEES

Dayton HQ – Cincinnati
Louisville – Columbus – Hyderabad

Our Healthcare
Partners:

Questions?
Reach out, let’s chat!

Ravi Manchala
ravi.manchala@smartdata.net

Mike Martin
m@smartdata.net

